
DEFINING GROUP DYNAMICS – Compiled by Diana McKendree 
 
“An entity comprised of individuals who come together for a common purpose and 
whose behaviors in the group are guided by a set of shared values and norms.” 
 
SHARED VALUES:  participants share certain core beliefs and structure to maintain the 
group integrity. 
COMMON PURPOSE: participants partake in activities to achieve similar goals 
SHARED NORMS: members of the group agree on certain principles that influence 
behaviors and interactions. 
Each group has its unique energy and identity. Functional groups are defined by their 
purpose. Haden Institute small groups are a combination of: 
 

WORK GROUP:  designed to accomplish specific tasks with expected product at 
the end of a specific time.  
SUPPORT GROUP:  the opportunity to face similar emotional, psychological and 
practical commitments related to the program. 
PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL GROUP:  shared academic focus and identified issues 
REFERENCE GROUP: there are shared values, purpose and goals the participants 
identify with 
CLOSED GROUP: membership is fixed with clear attendance requirements 
FRIENDSHIP GROUP:  relationships develop between individuals sharing time, 
activities, interests and space periodically. 

 
 
VALUE OF GROUPS FOR PARTICIPANTS 
- support, validation and encouragement 
- learning by association with others 
- experience a sense of belonging and connectedness 
- share common problems and assignments 
- receive feedback to support personal development 
- share information that can expand perspective and knowledge 
- share personal stories  
- provide and receive positive and authentic feedback  
- experience bonding with others  
- provides hope for the challenge of commitment 



- opportunity to develop and refine interpersonal skills which enable the development 
and refinement of self-awareness and self-regulation skills 

- opportunity for the re-enactment of skills via verbatim 
 
Mentors are required to be able to identify the group’s values and norms, engage in 
personal interactions with each member and acknowledge the influence of the group on 
each individual member.  
 

* MEMBERS OF A GROUP WILL ONLY GO AS DEEP AS THEY FEEL SAFE. * 
 
 
FORMATION STAGES  OF A HEALTHY GROUP 
 
PSEUDO-RELATIONAL BEHAVIOR / STAGE ONE 
Participants are polite, suppressing differences of opinion, life style, expectations and/or 
emotional responses.  
Members are tentative and unsure especially after telling their spiritual journey, so look 
to the facilitator for direction and guidance. 
Members are concerned with being accepted in an environment of little conflict.  
Inter-personal interactions may feel superficial, lacking confidence and are uncertain.  
There is an initial forming, dependency, induction, inclusion, orientation and search for 
meaning. 
 
CHAOS / STAGE TWO 
Members begin to speak their true feelings and perceptions which may differ from 
others.  
The group facilitator may be challenged.  
Sub-groups may form during times of discomfort and chaos.  
Provides an opportunity for deepening honest sharing between members. 
There can be a sense of splitting in the group during this period of transition, counter-
dependency and conflict. 
Interactions are more substantive and assertive.  
Conformity declines and conflicts arise. 
Conflict may take different forms - from silence to disagreement which can create sub-
groups. 
It is important to move the group to a new level of engagement.  
 



EMPTYING / TRUST AND COHESIVE ENGAGEMENT 
The participants speak in “I” statements as to their feelings and perceptions. 
The facilitator (mentor) is responsible for offering an opportunity for members to speak 
to:     

HOW THE SITUATION AFFECTS THEM PERSONALLY IN “I” STATEMENTS - NOT TO 
RE-ITERATE THE ISSUE.  
PREVENTING ANY CROSS TALK.  

 
This promotes active listening, trust builds and there is a sense of confidence 
experienced with verbal and non-verbal exchanges.   
Confidentiality must be stressed by the facilitator. 
Silences must be permitted and held. If the mentor believes it is necessary it is wise to 
call silence to break through to a deeper level of sharing, to diffuse conflict.  
Individuals need to honestly empty/share their feelings and thoughts which will deepen 
the trust and respect within the group. 
The mentors’ role may become less directive as the group members communicate 
honestly. He/she is responsible for holding the space / the container by being fully 
present and not trying to change, fix or convert any or all of the participants.  
 
INTIMACY / A SAFE GROUP / PERFORMING / WORKING / STAGE THREE 
 
Differences are respected and celebrated. This is only possible when all have “emptied” 
what they need to identity personally.  
This enables an internal individual and a collective “space” for the Spirit to enter 
bringing an atmosphere of safety and depth.  
Members are able to share openly and confidently offering and receiving feedback - this 
provides for a group cohesion, bonding and support is evident.  
There is support for one another in the accomplishment of goals set. 
 
 
COMPLETION / STAGE FOUR 
 
When group members have bonded with one another it is difficult for them to let go of 
the security they experience in the group. Some may begin to withdraw naturally which 
shifts the quality of the group participation as there is the acceptance of the loss 
becomes reality.  



The graduation service, planned by the group members is a ritual honoring the 
experiences while simultaneously letting go and acknowledging the “death” of the 
group. 
Members frequently commit to future communication and gathering which may happen 
occasionally.  
The Mentor is responsible for facilitating a session on the group experience and how it 
has affected each participant’s individual growth, intentions and dreams. This is a good 
practice after each intensive.  
 
GROUP NORMS 
- each member is willing to commit to the group to develop a healthy self-awareness 
- willing to attend all required sessions 
- practice punctuality  
- respect and honor confidentiality  
- have an open mind to differences 
- respect fellow members 
- be non-judgmental  
- practice active listening 
- commit to honest sharing of thoughts, feelings and awarenesses 
- willing to express conflicting opinions, ideas and feelings taking responsibility for self 
- be aware of verbal and non-verbal messages 
 
IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL ROLES 
Individuals take on one or any combination of the following roles to satisfy a personal 
need, using the group to do so. Some of the roles assumed are: 
 

AGGRESSOR: critical of the members, potential attacking of others 
ARGUER: satisfies a personal need to assert self and be heard 
BLOCKER: impedes the work and progress of the group through negativity and 
resistance.  
DOMINATOR: imposes authority and asserts superiority 
NON-CONFORMIST: Some may move between conforming and not conforming 
and/or violating the group norms. They do not shy away from retribution in the 
form of rejection and ostracism. They appear to thrive on being the non-
conformist. 
PLAYER: lacks interest and involvement to draw attention to self and personal 
needs. 



SELF-CONFESSOR: cathartically shares experiences, personal problems to the 
extent the group process is limited 
RECOGNITION SEEKER: sucks the energy from the group, taking up time and 
space. 

 
It can be helpful to be able to identify the roles present in the group in order to better 
understand dynamics and predict behavior. 
 
 
CRITERIA HELPFUL IN IDENTIFYING HEALTHY GROUP BEHAVIORS: 
 
1. Member does not have a personality disorder that may impede the work of the 

group or limit the benefits of the group experience? 
2. Member does not have emotional problems that may impede the group process.  
3. Member does not have social problems that impede the work of the group or limit 

the benefits of the group experience. 
4. Member does not have a physical challenge that may impede the group’s work.  
5. Member is willing and able to participate fully in the group interactions giving and 

receiving feedback.  
6. Member accepts and is willing to abide by all preconditions specified by the mentor 

and the program norms. 
 
MENTORING STYLES 

AUTOCRATIC:  the mentor is aloof from the group members, controlling the 
norms, methods and tone - generally attempting to instill his/her values on the 
group 
DEMOCRATIC - open and direct communicator seeking to involve all group 
members in  offering their experiences, thoughts and feelings; respects and 
accepts individual members’ value in the group 
LAISSEZ-FAIRE - mentor is aloof, detached, impersonal and disengaged - 
abandoning leadership resulting in group disorganization and chaos. 
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